Global Economic Climate

• The strong economic position of APEC economies will likely maintain asset and capital flows within infrastructure sectors in the region

• These flows have allowed the APEC region to emerge from previous and current global financial challenges in a strong position

The ‘Capital Cooperation Project Group’

• Capital mobilisation

• Based on the imperative of sustaining long-term strategic relationships by:
  » Capturing Islamic capital
  » Integrating this ‘patient’ capital into conventional capital structures to fund major projects ie. Infrastructure
Next Steps - 2015

- Establish a sub-stream under the Linkages and Structural work-stream
- Members to include Dr Allan Wain, Capital Markets Consultant and Simon Ondaatje, Head of Investor Relations at Hastings
- Work to be coordinated by the Australian APEC Study Centre
- ABAC colleagues with an interest in promoting Islamic finance to be approached to participate
- End Feb – determine work program and time-lines
- Draft report and recommendations by June